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Abstract

Oligodendrocytes myelinate axons in the central nervous system and develop from 

oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs) that must first migrate extensively during brain and spinal 

cord development. We show that OPCs require the vasculature as a physical substrate for 

migration. We observed that OPCs of the embryonic mouse brain and spinal cord, as well as the 

human cortex, emerge from progenitor domains and associate with the abluminal endothelial 

surface of nearby blood vessels. Migrating OPCs crawl along and jump between vessels. OPC 

migration in vivo was disrupted in mice with defective vascular architecture but was normal in 

mice lacking pericytes. Thus, physical interactions with the vascular endothelium are required for 

OPC migration. We identify Wnt-Cxcr4 (chemokine receptor 4) signaling in regulation of OPC-
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endothelial interactions and propose that this signaling coordinates OPC migration with 

differentiation.

Oligodendrocytes, the myelinating cells of the central nervous system (CNS), support rapid 

saltatory nerve conduction and maintain axon integrity through metabolic coupling (1, 2). 

Oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs) arise from the ventricular zone in the embryonic 

brain and spinal cord, in domains defined through pattern formation (3, 4). From these 

domains, OPCs migrate widely through the CNS to achieve uniform distribution (fig. S1).

The CNS is built by cells migrating away from their places of origin to construct mature 

neural tissue. Neuroblasts disperse in radial and tangential patterns (5) following substrates 

such as radial glial cells (5, 6), corticofugal fibers (7), or Bergmann glia (8). Postnatal 

neuronal migration is more limited. In the rostral migratory stream, neuroblasts crawl over 

one another (9) and along blood vessels to get from the subventricular zone to the olfactory 

bulb (10–12). Astrocytes seem to migrate only radially during development, following radial 

glia without secondary tangential migration. Thus, astrocytes occupy restricted spatial 

domains in adulthood related to their embryonic site of origin (13).

Oligodendrocyte precursor cells, which migrate more extensively than neurons and other 

glia (4), must also recognize their path and migrate through often-compact developing tissue 

before interactions with their targets halt their migration. OPCs also maintain this capacity 

in response to demyelination in the adult CNS (14). OPC motility is regulated by cell-

intrinsic mechanisms (15, 16), polarity (17), and extracellular cues (18–20). Various 

substrates have been proposed as putative candidates for OPC migration (21). Here we show 

that OPCs migrate along the vasculature through the developing CNS and that Wnt signaling 

regulates these OPC-endothelial interactions.

In the developing mouse forebrain, the first OPCs originate from ventral regions of the 

medial ganglionic eminence and anterior entopeduncular area at embryonic day 12 (E12) 

(Fig. 1A) (4). The vascular network is established before OPC emergence (22). At E7.5 to 

E8.5, a perineural vascular plexus surrounds the ventral neural tube. Angiogenic endothelial 

sprouts invade the neuro-epithelium from the pial surface to periventricular areas by E11.5, 

with the blood-brain barrier likely established at this time (22, 23), generating a 

periventricular vascular plexus (24).

We first assessed the migration of OPCs in the developing mouse brain (see supplementary 

materials and methods). Migratory OPCs, defined by the expression of platelet-derived 

growth factor receptor α (PDGFRα), appear at E12 and stream away from the medial 

ganglionic eminence, in association with this vascular scaffold (Fig. 1B and fig. S2). Many 

of these migratory OPCs are elongated along blood vessels (Fig. 1C), with their cell bodies 

directly on the abluminal endothelial surface and a single, long leading process along the 

vessel (Fig. 1D and *A in fig. S1D). Indeed, 58% (±4.4%) of OPCs have their cell bodies 

directly on a vessel wall (Fig. 1F), and of the remainder, 67% (±8.9%) display at least one 

observable process (which can be more than 30 μm in length) that engages a vessel (* in Fig. 

1, E and F). By E14, OPCs migrating dorsally reach the subpallial-to-pallial boundary (Fig. 

1A and fig. S1B), continuing to show an intimate association with the vasculature (Fig. 1G), 
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elongated along vessels (Fig. 1H), and often extending one or more processes between 

vessels (* in Fig. 1I and *B and *C in fig. S1D). The number of OPCs in the mouse cortex 

increases (4) by a factor of ~3 between E16 and E18. Olig2+ cells migrating from deep to 

superficial cortical layers palisade along the vasculature that penetrates the cortex at E18 

(Fig. 1J and fig. S1C).

A similar association of OPCs with vasculature is seen during development of the human 

cortex. The first Olig2-expressing cells to arrive in the human outer cortex at gestational 

week 14 appose penetrating vessels (Fig. 1K); association of Olig2+ and PDGFRα+ OPCs 

with blood vessels remains evident at gestational weeks 18 and 24 (Fig. 1, L and M). 

Migrating human OPCs, expressing PDGFRα, are morphologically similar to those of mice 

in that they extend single leading processes in the direction of movement along and toward 

vessels (Fig. 1N).

To live-image OPC migration in acute slices of the developing brain, we labeled vessels of 

Olig2–green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter mice by intracardiac infusion of rhodamine-

lectin. We selected brain slices to observe regions with actively migrating OPCs (4), 

including E16 and E18 cortex. OPCs demonstrate two behaviors during migration on 

vessels: crawling and jumping. Crawling is characterized by the cell body maintaining 

contact with the abluminal endothelial surface (Fig. 2A, fig. S3, and movies S1 and S2). 

Jumping is characterized by the OPC extending a leading process from one vessel toward 

another, followed by translocation of the cell body to make contact with the new vessel (Fig. 

2B and movie S3). Jumping is more rapid than crawling, presumably entailing fewer 

physical contacts with the endothelial surface. The association of migrating OPCs with the 

vasculature is not limited to the embryonic brain; it is also found in the spinal cord (Fig. 2, C 

to H) and at later postnatal times when OPCs are required to migrate (fig. S4).

To study the requirement for OPC migration along a vascular scaffold, we used both 

conventional and conditional transgenic knockout mice to disrupt vascular development. In 

mice, the orphan G protein–coupled receptor 124 (GPR124), which is expressed by 

endothelium and pericytes within the CNS, is essential for developmental vascular sprouting 

(25) (Fig. 3A). At E11, mice lacking GPR124 exhibit CNS vascular patterning defects and 

reduced vascularization (25), as well as glomeruloid vascular abnormalities (Fig. 3J) 

characterized by highly irregular, multilayered endothelial aggregates with peripheral 

PDGFRβ+ pericyte investment and lack of ventricularly directed endothelial filopodia (25).

We hypothesized that OPC dispersal would be abnormal in E14 GPR124−/− embryos. In 

these mice, Isl1/2-expressing motor neurons, which also derive from the motor neuron 

precursor (pMN) domain of the spinal cord, migrate in normal numbers to the ventral gray 

matter (Fig. 3C). Additionally, Glast+ radial glial fibers appear normal (fig. S5A), and brain 

lipid binding protein (BLBP)–expressing astrocytes, which leave the ventricular zone at the 

same time as OPCs from domains adjacent to the pMN, migrate normally in spinal cord 

(Fig. 3D). However, OPCs abnormally accumulated in the pMN and failed to egress 

normally from the spinal cord ventricular zone (Fig. 3E). Seventy percent fewer OPCs 

dispersed into the surrounding gray matter (fig. S7A) (*P = 7.3 × 10−5). Rates of OPC cell 

death were unchanged (fig. S5B), which suggests that the problem is in migration. Because 
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GPR124 is expressed by both endothelium and pericytes, we used Cdh5-cre:Gpr124(fl/fl) 
mice (Cdh5cre is vascular endothelium–specific VE-Cadherin-cre) to target loss of function 

to the vascular endothelium (Fig. 3F and fig. S6). We observed the same OPC migration 

deficit, ruling out a cell-intrinsic effect of Gpr124 loss in OPCs and showing that GPR124 
function in the endothelium is required to regulate OPC migration. Vascular development is 

also deficient in the brains of E14 GPR124−/− mice, with associated severe OPC migration 

deficits. OPCs expressing PDGFRα and Olig2 show reductions in migration (Fig. 3, G and 

H, and fig. S7B), reaching only as far as the limits of the ventral vascular plexus (Fig. 3H), 

and accumulate in clumps around glomeruloid malformations (Fig. 3K and fig. S7D). In 

PDGFRβ-null mice, which lack all pericytes (26), OPC migration was maintained (fig. S8). 

Thus, OPCs require an endothelial vascular scaffold, but not pericytes, as a physical 

substrate for migration throughout the developing CNS (Fig. 3I).

Cessation of OPC migration on vasculature and detachment from the endothelium might be 

coupled to the onset of OPC differentiation, which suggests that negative regulators of OPC 

terminal differentiation might mediate an interaction between OPCs and the endothelium. 

The Wnt pathway inhibits OPC differentiation (27–29), leading us to question its role in 

OPC migration and interaction with the endothelium. We made use of Olig2-cre:Apc(fl/fl) 
mice (28) because they show constitutively active Wnt signaling in OPCs due to the 

conditional loss of the obligate Wnt repressor adenomatous polyposis coli (APC). In 

addition to delays in OPC differentiation in these mice (fig. S9) (28) with resulting 

hypomyelination, we observed aberrant clusters of OPCs associated with vasculature 

throughout the brain and spinal cord (Fig. 4, A to D, and fig. S10A) at early post-natal times. 

OPC aggregation around vessels and absence of increased proliferation (fig. S10B) suggest 

that Wnt activation in OPCs drives their attraction to the vascular scaffold and that high Wnt 

tone in OPCs in Olig2-cre:Apc(fl/fl) mice leads to an inability to dissociate from the 

vasculature and disperse normally into CNS parenchyma (fig. S11). A loss of Wnt tone in 

OPCs, in cortical slice cultures treated with the small-molecule Wnt inhibitor XAV939 (29), 

results in a 76% (P = 1.55 × 10−5) reduction in OPC recruitment to the microvasculature at 

postnatal day 1 (P1) and a 71% (P = 0.0004) reduction in their migration to the outer cortex 

(fig. S12). OPCs themselves are a source of the ligands Wnt7a and Wnt7b during their 

embryonic migration in the brain and spinal cord (Fig. 4E and fig. S13). These ligands act 

cell-autonomously to activate the Wnt pathway in OPCs at later postnatal times (30), 

suggesting them as candidates for the source of Wnt mediating the interaction with the 

endothelium during earlier OPC migration.

To identify how Wnt pathway activation in OPCs promotes their attraction to the 

endothelium, we analyzed mRNA transcripts up-regulated in mouse Wnt-activated OPCs 

[from Olig2cre/DA-Cat mice (27, 29), in which Olig2-cre allows conditional expression of 

floxed dominant-active β-catenin]. One of the most highly up-regulated factors in Wnt-

activated OPCs was the chemokine receptor Cxcr4, which is a direct Wnt target in other 

systems (31) and binds the ligand Sdf1 (Cxcl12), which is expressed by the endothelium 

throughout OPC developmental migration (Fig. 4H and fig. S14A). Cxcr4 has been 

implicated in OPC migration (32, 33), but not in connection with the Wnt pathway or the 

vasculature. We detected up-regulation of Cxcr4 mRNA in the clustered Wnt-activated 

OPCs associated with vessels in the brain and spinal cord of Olig2-cre:Apc(fl/fl) mice (Fig. 
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4, F and G). Furthermore, treatment of these mice in vivo with the Cxcr4/Sdf1 antagonist 

AMD3100 (10) between developmental ages P3 and P10 leads to a reversal of vessel-

associated OPC clustering [which is not due to direct AMD3100 effects on OPC 

differentiation (figs. S15 and S16)] throughout the CNS (Fig. 4, I and J, and fig. S10A, 

spinal cord; Fig. 4K and fig. S10C, ex vivo corpus callosum), demonstrating a Wnt-

activated, Cxcr4-dependent mechanism driving attraction of OPCs to the vascular scaffold. 

Cxcr4 is expressed by OPCs during embryonic developmental migration (fig. S14B) but is 

down-regulated along with Wnt pathway down-regulation in differentiating mature 

oligodendrocytes (fig. S14, C and D). Furthermore, the loss of Cxcr4 function leads to a 

diminished migratory ability of OPCs in the developing CNS (fig. S17). Wnt activation in 

OPCs therefore mediates their attraction to the vasculature during migration and also blocks 

their differentiation (27), coupling the timing of these two events, with Wnt down-regulation 

required for appropriate endothelial dissociation and subsequent differentiation (fig. S18).

Until now, the means by which OPCs negotiate their way through dense CNS tissue and 

distribute throughout the developing CNS have been unclear. We show that OPCs require a 

vascular scaffold as a physical substrate for migration. A similar association of OPCs with 

vasculature in the developing human cortex suggests common modes of migration across 

mammalian species. We demonstrate a physical interaction that brings migrating OPCs into 

intimate contact with the endothelium. Wnt pathway activation of Cxcr4 in OPCs mediates 

their attraction to the endothelium, most likely via the endothelial-expressed Sdf1 ligand 

(although an alternative cannot be completely excluded), and prevents these cells from 

differentiating while associated with the vasculature during migration. OPCs are a source of 

Wnt7a and Wnt7b, and considering that endothelial-expressed Gpr124 is a Wnt7-specific 

coactivator of canonical Wnt signaling (34, 35), it will be interesting to consider the effects 

of OPCs on the developing vasculature during their migration.

The mechanisms directing OPC migration during development are likely to be similar, if not 

identical, to those of the injured or diseased nervous system. OPC migration into 

demyelinated areas is critical in human diseases (14) such as multiple sclerosis and also in 

hypoxic injury of the newborn brain. It will be important to establish the contribution of this 

mode of migration for OPC distribution into areas of injury and to uncover how dysfunction 

may contribute to disease progression in these debilitating human conditions.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. Association of migratory OPCs with vessels in the developing mouse and human brain
(A) OPCs (dots) first appear from the ventral medial ganglionic eminence of the mouse 

brain at E12 (left) and migrate away from the ventricular zone to reach the subpallial-to-

pallial boundary at E14 (right). (B to E) Images taken from the boxed area on the left side of 

(A). (B) PDGFRα+ migratory OPCs at E12 associate tightly with CD31+ vasculature and 

show elongated morphology along vessels (C), often with cell bodies on the endothelial 

surface [* in (D)], extending a leading process along [arrowhead in (D)] or toward [* in (E)] 

a vessel. VZ, ventricular zone. (F) Quantification of OPC association with vessels at E12 

(1056 cells measured, n = 4 animals). Error bar indicates SD. (G to I) Images taken from the 

boxed area on the right side of (A). Migratory OPCs at the subpallial-to-pallial boundary at 

E14 maintain tight association with the vasculature (G), with process extension along (H) 

and between [* in (I)] vessels. Inset in (G) shows zoomed-in view. (J) Migrating Olig2+ 

OPCs in the E18 cortex palisade along cortical penetrating vessels. (K to N) (K) The first 

OPCs (Olig2+ and PDGFRα+) to arrive in the developing human outer cortex closely 

associate with vessels at gestational weeks 14 (14w) (K), 18 (L), and 24 (M) and show 

similar morphological association with vessels as in mice [left, (N)], with leading processes 

that can be as long as 65 μm [arrowhead, right (N)]. Scale bars: 10 μm [(B) and (N)]; 20 μm 

(K).
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Fig. 2. OPC crawling and jumping directed motility on vessels
(A and B) Time-lapse imaging in slice cultures of the embryonic Olig2-GFP mouse cortex 

showing GFP expression (green) and vessels (red). (A) A GFP-expressing OPC (arrowhead) 

crawls along a penetrating vessel in the E18 cortex (movie S1). (B) An OPC in the E16 

cortex (arrowhead) (movie S3) demonstrates jumping motility between vessels, extending a 

process to a parallel cortical penetrating vessel, before movement of the cell body onto the 

new vessel. (C and D) Olig2-expressing OPCs define the pMN domain of the spinal cord 

ventricular zone at E12. (D) shows a zoomed-in view of the boxed area in (C). dapi, 4′,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole. (E and F) The first PDGFRα- and Nkx2.2-expressing OPCs 

(arrowheads) emerge from the pMN immediately onto and along the adjacent CD31+ 

vasculature. (G and H) (G) OPCs tend to leave the pMN at E14 along a vessel that branches 
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at the pMN (arrowhead), and these cells remain associated with vessels as they continue to 

disperse throughout the ventral spinal cord (H). Scale bars: 10 μm [(A) and (D)]; 40 μm (C).
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Fig. 3. OPCs require a vascular scaffold for migration
(A and B) (A) Gpr124−/− embryos exhibit CNS vascular patterning defects at E14, leaving 

the ventral spinal cord [dapi in (B)] with reduced vascularization compared with controls. 

(C) Islet1/2+ motor neurons migrate in normal numbers at E14, from the pMN to 

ventrolateral gray matter (arrowheads) in Gpr124−/− cords. (D) BLBP-expressing astrocytes 

also migrate normally from ventricular zone domains adjacent to the pMN into the 

surrounding gray matter in Gpr124−/−. (E and F) (E) OPC (Olig2+) emigration from the 

ventricular zone is severely disrupted in Gpr124−/− [(E) and (I)] and Cdh5cre/Gpr124-floxed 

(F) spinal cord with accumulation of OPCs in the pMN [arrowhead in (E)]. (G) By E14, 

OPCs (PDGFRα+) in wild-type (WT) Gpr124+/+ brains migrate as far as the subpallial-to-

pallial boundary (dotted line). (H and I) (H) Vascular development (CD31+ vessels) is 

highly truncated in the brains of E14 Gpr124−/− mice, with associated severe OPC migration 

deficits (I). OPCs migrate only as far as the limits of the ventral vascular plexus [dotted line 

in (H)]. (J and K) (J) Absence of Gpr124 leads to vascular abnormalities (glomeruloid 

malformations) in which OPCs (Olig2+) accumulate in clumps in the E14 Gpr124−/− brain 

(K). Scale bars: 30 μm [(A) and (B)]; 60 μm (G).
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Fig. 4. A Wnt-activated, Cxcr4-dependent mechanism drives OPC attraction to the vasculature
(A to D) (A) Aberrant accumulations of cells (arrowheads) appear in the P9 corpus callosum 

associated with the CD31+ vasculature (B) of Olig2-cre:Apcflox/flox mice; can be seen in 

resin sections stained with Toluidine blue (C); and represent OPCs, as labeled by PDGFRα 
and NG2 staining (D). (E) OPCs produce Wnt7a and Wnt7b at E14 during embryonic 

migration. (F to H) (F) Wnt activation in P9 Olig2-cre:Apcflox/flox corpus callosum (F) or 

spinal cord (G) leads to marked up-regulation (compared with wild type) of Cxcr4 mRNA 

[(F) and (G)] and protein (H) in clustered OPCs (arrowheads) associated with SDF1-

expressing endothelium (H). (I) Treatment of Olig2-cre:Apcflox/flox spinal cord with the 

Cxcr4/SDF1 inhibitor AMD3100 (+AMD) leads to a reduction in clustered OPCs associated 

with the vasculature, as compared with controls (−AMD). (J) Number of PDGFRα+ OPCs 

on a vessel in P10 spinal cord in WT versus untreated or AMD3100-treated Olig2-
cre:Apcflox/flox mice, expressed as number of cells on each 100-μm CD31 vessel segment 
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(*P = 8.9 × 10−5, **P = 1.9 × 10−4, Bonferroni test, n = 4 animals per group). (K) Treatment 

of P10 corpus callosum Olig2-cre:Apcflox/flox slices ex vivo overnight with 10 μg/ml of 

AMD3100 (+AMD, right panel) leads to a reduction in vessel-associated OPC clustering, as 

compared with untreated controls (−AMD, left panel). Scale bars: 120 μm (A); 10 μm [(C) 

and (D)].
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